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Abstract—Wind turbines are designed to function within a
certain range of wind speed to optimise production cost and
minimise damage limited by technical barriers and usually
shut down when wind speed crosses these limits. We present
an empirical analysis of extreme events of wind speed outside
the functional range of wind turbine and compute the return
period of such events using a direct empirical approach. We also
demonstrate an extrapolation technique to accurately estimate
the return period for time series of short duration. Analysis of
wind speed data from various locations reveals that the duration
of both upper and lower exceedances can be modelled empirically
by the exponential family of distributions very closely. The ideas
developed would be useful to wind farm managers for making
anticipatory calculations based on past data regarding frequency
and durations of wind turbine shut-down due to extreme wind
speeds.

Index Terms—Wind speed modelling; Generalized Pareto dis-
tribution; Peaks over threshold; Duration of exceedances

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent past, renewable energy sources have attracted
increased attention from governments and energy investors as
it is one of the fastest growing sources of alternative energy
globally. An especially important source of alternate energy is
wind, which is abundant in availability and is reasonably cost-
effective and environment-friendly. The primary challenge
affecting wind power generation is the wind speed variation
resulting from numerous meteorological and topographical
factors. Without proper modelling and forecasting of these
variations, the reliability of the generated power is compro-
mised, and consequently, more spinning reserves would be
required to compensate for the unexpected power fluctuations
leading to an increase in the overall production cost of wind
power. It is also important in wind power production to be able
to predict extreme events of wind speed, that is wind speeds
attaining very large or small magnitudes, which can pose
serious problems in wind power production and transmission,
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especially at power grids where wind energy is connected to
energy from other traditional sources.

Wind speeds crossing a high threshold or a low threshold
value may be considered as extreme events since both of these
conditions force a shut-down of the wind turbine. The power
P generated at the wind turbine by a volume of air of density
ρ flowing at speed v through area A is given by P = cp

ρ
2Av

3

where cp ≈ 0.4 is the ratio of the wind power to the power
extracted. Thus at higher speeds, the turbines could generate
more power, but the cost of maintaining the equipment without
damage at those speeds has to be balanced against the cost of
energy generated, which determines the upper threshold, called
the cut-out wind speed. And below the lower threshold, called
the cut-in wind speed, there would not be enough energy to
get the blades moving, and no power would be generated.
In both cases, it would be more economical to shut down
the turbine. Hence wind turbines are designed to operate only
within a certain functional range of wind speeds which, for
most common turbines, is between 3 m/s and 25 m/s [1].

Suitable methods to calculate the return periods and du-
rations of the extreme events, which cause shut down of
wind power production, would be most useful in optimising
the costs associated with managing spinning reserves in such
scenarios. In this work, we demonstrate that simple empirical
methods can effectively estimate the return period of extreme
events of wind speed falling outside the functional range of
wind turbine with relatively less amount of data. We also anal-
yse the statistical properties of the durations of exceedances
of both upper and lower extreme events. The results of our
analysis of empirical data show that the duration of both upper
and lower extreme events may be modelled by the exponential
family of distributions. For the analysis, we have used wind
speed measurements of 10 minutes resolution from across 234
different locations for the period from January 2004 to January
2007 available from National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(http://www.nrel.gov), USA.

II. MODELLING OF EXTREME WIND SPEEDS

There are two popular models for studying extreme events,
namely the block maxima method and the peak over threshold
method. The block maxima method is based on the classical
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extreme value theory which says that if X1, X2, . . . Xn is a
sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables and Mn is their maximum, then, for large n, Mn

have an approximate distribution within the so called family
of Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distributions. The cu-
mulative distribution function of GEV family is given by

G(x) =

{
exp

{
−
[
1 + ξ

(
x−µ
σ

)]− 1
ξ

}
if ξ 6= 0

exp
[
− exp

(
x−µ
σ

)]
if ξ = 0

(1)

where ξ, σ and µ are the shape, scale and location parameters,
respectively. If ξ = 0, it is called Gumbel distribution (Type I
GEV); If ξ > 0, it’s Frechet distribution (Type II GEV) having
a long right tail; and if ξ < 0, it’s Weibull distribution (Type
III GEV) having a short tail which is usually used in modelling
extreme wind speeds [2].

In practical applications, the extreme events, here repre-
sented by the block maxima, must be statistically independent
to get reliable results [3]. According to [4] one needs to use at
least 20 years data for annual block maxima method to provide
reliable results.

1) Peaks Over Threshold method: In the POT, we consider
all values beyond a specific threshold, called exceedances, to
form a sequence of extreme values and attempt to fit a statis-
tical distribution to this sequence. Under suitable conditions,
the behavior of the exceedances Xi, (Xi > u) over a suitable
threshold u is described by some member of an asymptotic
distribution, called the Generalized Pareto Distribution family
(GPD). This has the cumulative distribution

H(x) =

1−
[
1 + ξ

σ (x− u)
] 1

ξ

if ξ 6= 0

1− exp
[
−
(
x−u
σ

)]
if ξ = 0

(2)

where the random variable x satisfies x > u. ξ and σ are
respectively the shape and scale parameters.

Fitting a given data into the GPD family involves several
steps, of which the first is finding the optimal value of the
threshold. The threshold should be high enough so that the
exceedances follow a Poisson law [5], which is necessary
for the extremes to converge to a GPD. On the other hand,
setting too high a value for the threshold will leave an
insufficient number of extremes, making parameter estimation
difficult. A commonly used method for aiding the selection of
appropriate threshold involves constructing a mean residual
graph, which is a plot of the mean of threshold excesses
Xi − u, (Xi > u), as a function of possible threshold values
u, for u < maxi{Xi} [6], [7]. The lowest value of u, above
which the graph is approximately linear, is then an estimate
of a suitable threshold.

Once the threshold value has been fixed, the parameters of
the distribution may be found, the recommended technique
for which is the method of maximum likelihood estimators
[8], [9].

Estimates of the extreme events are commonly expressed in
terms of the quantile value XT , which is the maximum value
exceeded, on the average, every T years. Then T is called the

return period and XT the return level. In the case of GPD the
return level corresponding to return period T can be estimated
as

XT = u+
σ

ξ

[
(Tλ)ξ − 1

]
where λ = P (Xi > u) is the probability of exceedance,
which may be estimated as λ = m/N where N is the total
number of observations and m is the number of observations
that exceed the threshold u [10]. Several diagnostic plots are
used to assess the goodness of fit, such as probability plots,
quantile plots, return level plots, density plots. The probability
plot is a comparison of empirical and model values of the
distribution function for each exceedance, while the quantile
plot compares the quantiles of the exceedances.

Suppose that y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · ≤ ym are the exceedances.
Then an empirical estimate for the cumulative distribution
H(yi) is H̃(yi) = i/(m + 1). We can get a model estimate
Ĥ(yi) of the distribution by substituting the parameter values
into eq. (2). Thus a probability plot consists of the points
(H̃(yi), Ĥ(yi)), i = 1, 2, . . .m while a quantile plot consists
of the points (Ĥ−1(i/(m + 1), yi), i = 1, 2, . . .m. If the
exceedances fits into GPD, the points should be approximately
linear and close to the diagonal in both the plots.

The return level plot is a plot of the return period T versus
the corresponding return level XT , for larger values of T .
Finally, a density plot compares the fitted GPD model with
the histogram of the exceedances.

The empirical estimates H̃(yi) for cumulative probabilities
are called plotting positions, for which there are many for-
mulae available in the literature. Choosing the right plotting
formula that leads to unbiased quantile estimates has been a
subject of much discussion and controversy and are reviewed
by [11]–[14]. For the peak over threshold method, the Weibull
formula used above is generally recommended.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first consider wind speed crossing the upper limit of
the functional range of wind turbine, and all measurements
above 25 m/s can be considered as extreme events in this
case. The maximum number of such exceedances registered
was 251, which was observed at only one site, while 11 sites
did not have any exceedance above 25 m/s. The statistics of
the distribution of the number of exceedances normalised to a
period of one year is plotted in Fig. 1. It may be noted that only
less than 10% of the sites considered have annual exceedances
30 or more. If the data of extremes is insufficient, it cannot
be properly fitted to standard extreme event models, and we
will have to rely on empirical estimates for the calculation of
return periods and duration of exceedances.

A. Return period estimates

We will now calculate the T -year return level XT , which is
exceeded once every T years on the average, for wind speed
observations at the above locations. The POT model is more
suited to our study as our aim is to estimate return period of
wind speed crossing the functional range of the wind turbine.
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Fig. 1. The plot of number of values exceeding 25 m/s normalised to one
year period versus percentage of the total number of sites. The data were
fitted with function f(x) = ae−bx where a = 83.2498 ± 1.085 and b =
0.0920862± 0.002059.

The main advantage of this approach, compared to the block
maxima method, is that a shorter time series can also yield
more reliable estimates. Patlakas et al. have used five-year
3-hourly wind speed data for their analysis using POT [15].
Coles & Walshaw have opined that, statistically, 5 to 6 years
of data is adequate for successful application of POT method
compared to the 20 year period of block maxima method [16].

A typical example of the procedure explained in previous
section is illustrated for the location with latitude 34.98420◦

and longitude −104.03971◦. The threshold estimated by the
mean residual graph method is 21.23 m/s. Theoretically, this
means that if we use the higher value 25 m/s (which is the
wind power cut-out limit) as the threshold, we could still
fit the data into a suitable member of the GPD family. The
parameters of the GPD model for the exceedances above 25
m/s were obtained from the maximum likelihood method. The
diagnostic plots generated from the model is portrayed in
Fig. 2. The fact that probability and quantile plots are nearly
linear and close to the diagonal, and that the density plot of the
model fits the histogram of the data fairly well, shows that the
chosen GPD with threshold u = 25 fits the data well. From the
return level plot, the expected return period for exceedances
above the 25 m/s mark for the specific site is approximately
979 data points ( 6.8 days).

Following the customary extreme value analysis, we com-
puted 1-year, 2-year, 5-year, 10-year, 20-year and 50-year
return levels of extreme wind speeds using the peaks over
threshold method based on GPD, and a sample figure for 1-
year is shown in Fig. 3. These results are for exceedances
above 25 m/s using wind speed data for three years, plotted for
locations with enough data points to ensure convergence of the
distribution. The results of the generalised Pareto distribution
method are sensitive to fitting accuracy as noted by [15].
The GPD model has been found to fit the data fairly well
at sites with a sufficiently large number of extreme values
(approximately 30 or more), and the return level predictions
would be more accurate in those locations. However, in other
locations with fewer instances of peaks, wind speed data of
at least 5-6 years is required for more accurate results. As
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Fig. 2. The diagnostic plots for the generalized Pareto distribution with the
corresponding return level plot and the histogram for the exceedances for the
location with latitude 34.98420◦ and longitude −104.03971◦.
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Fig. 3. The expected return levels at different return periods obtained using
the generalized Pareto distribution.

observed above, the GPD model fits fairly well in locations
where the number of threshold exceedances is 30 or more
which, from Fig 1, is about 10% of the sites considered here.
In other locations with insufficient exceedance data points,
the fitting and the return level estimates are less accurate. We
will therefore use an empirical method to calculate the return
periods, which gives better estimates than the GPD model
when the number of threshold excess data points are lesser.
The return period R of a particular event is the inverse of the
probability that the event will be exceeded in any given year.
Thus, if λ is the probability of exceedance, then R = 1

λ .

Method Proponent (%)
P = (i− 0.5)/m Hazen (1913) [17]
P = i/(m+ 1) Weibull (1939) [18]
P = (i− 0.31)/(m+ 0.38) Beard (1951) [19]
P = (i− 0.44)/(m+ 0.12) Gringorten (1963) [20]

TABLE I
DIFFERENT FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING PLOTTING POSITIONS

EMPIRICALLY.
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An empirical estimate for λ may be obtained by one of
the plotting formulas in Table I. The Weibull estimate gives
λ = m/(N + 1) where m is the number of exceedances
above 25 m/s, and N is the total number of data points. Fig. 4
shows a log-log plot of the return period versus the number
of exceedances computed for all the 234 sites considered. For
each site, the return period calculated by the various empirical
formula as well as the GPD model are shown in the figure.
It is evident that, when the number of exceedances is larger
(approximately 30 or more), the return period estimates by
both the methods are in fairly good agreement. However, for
sites with fewer extreme values, the GPD model estimates
show marked variations both from the empirical estimates and
also among the sites with the same number of exceedances.
The empirical estimates, by the various formulae, were fitted
by the inverse law f(x) = K

x with K = 51232.860 ± 2.887
which gives the average return period as a function of the
annual number exceedances for wind speed data measured at
10-minute intervals.

As we have seen, the empirical estimate of the return period
coincides with the estimation by GPD method. In this work,
we propose an extrapolation technique for estimating the re-
turn period of the extreme events for shorter time series. From
a given time series decreasing sequence of sub time series
are obtained to estimate the return period using Gringorten
method empirically. Then we plot the return periods versus
the inverse of the number of extreme events in each sub-
series. The return period is then extrapolated as the inverse
of exceedances tends to zero (corresponding to the number
of exceedances tends to infinity). The procedure is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The data considered for the figure has 214 number
of exceedance where the empirical estimate is nearly equal
to the GPD estimate of the return period. So we constructed
several subsequences of sub-series with lesser number of
exceedance. The return period for each sub-series is considered
as a function of the inverse of the number of exceedance.
The dotted line represents the extrapolation fitted through the
data points in Fig. 5. In this case, the extrapolated value
nearly coincides with GPD estimates of the original time series
demonstrating the usefulness of the procedure for finding the
accurate estimate of the return period for shorter time series.

An equally important factor in wind turbine applications
is the duration of exceedance, that is, the time it takes for
the extreme wind speeds beyond 25 m/s to return to the safe
operating speed of the wind turbine. The analysis of the data
of the duration of extreme events is important since it can
help in determining how long backup power is required to
compensate for the power loss during the turbine shut-down
before it restarts operation at speeds below 25 m/s.

Fig. 6 portrays the quantile-quantile plot of the empirical
distribution matched to a best-fit exponential distribution. The
plot shows a reasonably good fit and suggests the suitability of
exponential distribution as a model for exceedance durations
in general. It also indicates that the distribution of extreme
event durations at the individual sites could be governed by
an exponential family. However, the lack of sufficient data
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Fig. 5. Extrapolation of the return period versus the inverse of number of
wind speed exceedances above 25 m/s, calculated for the location latitude
45.00238◦ and longitude −70.31773◦.

prevents verification of this claim at many of the individual
sites with fewer extreme events. But at sites with a moderately
larger number of extreme values, the durations could be fitted
by suitable exponential models with reasonable accuracy.

For many turbines, the cut-in speed is 3 m/s, and if the wind
speed drops below the cut-in speed, the wind turbine ceases to
produce electric power. We now carry out a similar analysis
of these lower extreme events, that is, wind speed realizations
that fall below 3 m/s. The return periods for the lower extreme
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Fig. 6. QQ-Plot of the durations (< 150 minutes) of upper extreme events
from all locations, fitted to a suitable exponential distribution.
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Fig. 8. QQ-Plot of the durations (< 1000 minutes) of lower extreme events
from all locations, fitted to a suitable exponential distribution.

events calculated empirically by the different plotting formulas
in Table I are shown in Fig. 7 where the points are fitted by
the curve f(x) = K/x with K = 51232.9 ± 5.792, which
expresses the return period as a function of the count of lower
extremes. Wind farms can make use of the function f(x) to
estimate the average return period of wind speeds below 3 m/s
from the wind speed data of 10-minute resolutions irrespective
of the geographical location. Compared to the upper extreme
events, the lower extreme events are more frequent with return
periods ranging from 10 minutes to 30 minutes.

Fig 8 shows a quantile-quantile plot for the data set of
durations (less than 1000 minutes) from all sites against a best-
fit exponential distribution and suggests that the exponential
model fits the data very closely. This further indicates, as in the
case of upper extremes, that an exponential family could model
the durations of lower extreme wind speeds at the individual
locations. The empirical and theoretical quantiles are more
or less in close agreement and support the suitability of the
exponential model. agreement and support the suitability of
the exponential model.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a detailed analysis, based on empirical
data, of the wind speed events falling outside the functional

range of the wind turbine using extreme value theory. The
functional range of the most popular wind turbines is between
3 m/s and 25 m/s. However, the methodology adopted in this
work can be applied to any different functional range as well.
For locations with limited data points of extreme events, the
calculation may be less accurate due to the poor convergence
of the distributions. However, even for a moderate number of
data points, the expected return periods can be calculated using
empirical methods, expressing the return periods as a function
of the average number of exceedances per year. These results
have been presented for both lower and upper exceedance
events. The analysis was also carried out for the duration of
exceedances, that is, the period for which each exceedance
remain outside the functional range of wind turbines.
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